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The need of fast and reliable estimation of the possible impacts of hazardous substances
transferred from long range air pollution over the Bulgarian territory requires development and
implementation of an adequate diagnostic and prognostic modeling systems - so called
Emergency Response System (ERS) based on real and forecast meteorological information and
numerical models accounting for the transport dispersion chemical and radioactive
transformations of pollutants as well as removal processes

In Bulgarian NIMH an Early Warning System for transport of radioactive pollutants was
developed by D Syrakov and M Prodanova in mid 90 s of the last century tested during the
ETEX experiments and a number of international and national exercises, like INEX 1 (1995)
INEX-2 CH "Fortuna' (1996) INEX 2-FIN (1997) JINEX 1 (2001) AXIOPOLIS 2001
CONVEX 3 (2005) The system was adopted also for operational calculations and visualization
of trajectories over Europe and the North hemisphere originating from part of the most potential
sources of accidental radioactive releases the Nuclear Power Plants

For realistic evaluation of the pollution levels and human health effects in case of nuclear
accident, this EWS was upgraded further in several main directions 1) a mixture of radioactive
pollutants is considered instead of one pollutant arbitrary called radioactivity with parameters of
a weightless gas 2) the different radionuchdes are grouped based on their dispersion properties
3) new source term is created being able to account for the evolution of the release 4) a small
data base of possible release scenarios is a supplement to the source term 5) the EMAP model is
upgraded with a dose calculation block where the output of the dispersion model is
transformed into fields of doses thus presenting the information in a form much more
appropriate for decision making The effective dose from external irradiation from cloud and
ground shinning effective dose from inhalation and absorbed dose by thyroid glance formed by
37 different radionuchdes are chosen to be calculated and presented as dose fields by the newly
developed dose block

In the paper the description of the development of the ERS for the case of atmospheric transport
of radioactive pollutants over Europe is presented together with some tests and numerical
simulation results
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